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Saying goodbye is hard - but there are many things we can look forward to!
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Goodbye to Nina George
A dedicated member of the WWP EN Office for the past four years, Nina

George is leaving her position
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It is with the utmost respect and gratitude that we say goodbye to our Research

and Development Manager Nina George. Over the past years, Nina was the

friendly and hard-working face of WWP EN for many members and supporters.

Without her heartfelt, critical and forward-thinking input the organisation would

not have become what it is today.

Thank you, Nina and see you soon!

WWP EN Projects
WWP EN is currently involved in three EU projects on a variety of topics



ASAP
A Systemic Approach for Perpetrators (A.S.A.P.) is a two-year project co-

funded by the European Commission under the Daphne Programme, which

aims to define and implement a model to integrate intervention methods

applied to victims and to perpetrators of gender-based violence, in order to

foster an efficient network of prevention.

CONSCIOUS
CONSCIOUS is an innovative 20-month project, developing an inter-systemic

model for preventing reoffending by perpetrators guilty of sexual abuse and

domestic violence. The model will address the lack of evaluation, knowledge

and tools that hinder the efficient, inter-systemic and cooperative work needed

to significantly reduce reoffending by sexual and domestic perpetrators.

Il Progetto Conscious introduce in ambito intra ed extra carcerario, un modello

di trattamento e supporto dedicato a perpetrators e costruisce una rete

intersistemica di cooperazione finalizzata alla riduzione della recidiva.

L’approccio progettuale integra attività trattamentali e percorsi di rieducazione e

reinserimento sociale.  

ENGAGE
ENGAGE is a 2-year project co-funded by the European Commission under the

Daphne Programme, which aims to increase the potential of perpetrator

programmes to prevent and reduce domestic violence against women and

children by improving the quantity and quality of (self-) referrals to these

programmes through a coordinated multi-agency response that prioritizes

victim safety.

Learn more about A.S.A.P.

Learn more about CONSCIOUS

Per saperne di più del progetto CONSCIOUS

Take a look at the ENGAGE Roadmaps now!

https://www.work-with-perpetrators.eu/asap
https://www.work-with-perpetrators.eu/asap
https://www.work-with-perpetrators.eu/projects/conscious
https://www.work-with-perpetrators.eu/projects/conscious
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https://www.work-with-perpetrators.eu/projects/conscious-it
https://www.work-with-perpetrators.eu/projects/engage
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Members' Voices
Femicide in Albania and the history of perpetrator work in Georgia

Woman to Woman (Albania)
The ongoing violence against women and children in Albania, and the lack of

effective action from the government caused a public uproar and widespread

anger at the beginning of 2019. Our member organisation Woman to

Woman published a statement, detailing the incidents, as well as stating their

demands to officials.

Anti-Violence Network Georgia (Georgia)
For the past 10 years, AVNG have been doing incredible work. Take a moment

to journey through the history of perpetrator work in Georgia and discover the

fascinating projects that have been changing women's and children's lives

since 2009 and still continue to do so.

Webinar News
We are excited to announce our upcoming webinar building on the 2018 WWP

EN theme of accountability

Hear our Member's Voices!

http://gruajatekgruaja.com/
http://gruajatekgruaja.com/
http://gruajatekgruaja.com/
http://gruajatekgruaja.com/
http://avng.ge/
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Step by Step: Men’s Accountability Towards

Women as an Ongoing Process

Natalia Batenkova, Unizon (Sweden), and Vidar Vetterfalk, MÄN (Sweden), will

share a quite recent example of when the lack of accountability from MÄN

damaged the cooperation between the organisations and also talk about the

important practical steps and lessons learned on the way to develop more

accountability.

Participants of this FREE webinar will hear practical examples and concrete

suggestions on how to create an accountable and effective cooperation

between perpetrator programmes and women's support services.

Date: 24 April, 2019

Time: 2-3 PM, CET

Publications and Events
Check out recent publications around perpetrator work and see which

conferences you shouldn't miss

Find out more & register!

http://unizon.se/
http://unizon.se/
https://mfj.se/en/
https://mfj.se/en/
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There are many great conferences around domestic violence and gender

research happening this year. Whether you would like to go to Estonia, Finland

or Germany - we have a conference for you!

We just published the most beautiful WWP EN Annual Report ever, including a

heartfelt foreword by our Executive Director, Alessandra Pauncz. 

The Drive Project Evaluation shows great promise in addressing high-risk

perpetrators and Promundo talked to men in America about being allies.

See upcoming conferences

Take a look at recent publications
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